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Spherical varieties and Wahl’s conjecture
Nicolas Perrin
Abstract
Using the theory of spherical varieties and especially Frobenius splitting results for symmetric
varieties, we give a type independent very short proof of Wahl’s conjecture for cominuscule
homogeneous spaces for all primes different from 2.
Introduction
Let V be a smooth projective variety and let L and M be two line bundles on V . It is natural
to consider the so called Gaussian map:
H0(V × V, I∆ ⊗ L⊠M)→ H
0(V,Ω1V ⊗ L⊗M),
where ∆ is the diagonal in V × V , where L ⊠M is the external product on V × V and the map
is induced by the restriction map I∆ → I∆/I
2
∆
≃ Ω1V . J. Wahl studied this map in detail. In
particular in [Wah91] he conjectured that the Gaussian map should be surjective for V a rational
homogeneous space and L andM any ample line bundles. This conjecture was proved by S. Kumar
in characteristic 0 in [Kum92]. V. Lakshmibai, V.B. Mehta and A.J. Parameswaran [LaMePa98]
considered the situation in positive characteristic and proved that the following conjecture (now
called LMP-conjecture) implies Wahl’s conjecture in positive characteristic. From now on we work
over an algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic p.
Conjecture 0.1
Let V be a rational projective homogeneous space, let X = V ×V and let X˜ be the blowing-up
of the diagonal ∆ in X. Then X˜ is Frobenius split compatibly with the exceptional divisor E.
This conjecture is equivalent to the existence of a splitting on V ×V with maximal multiplicity
along the diagonal (see [LaMePa98] for more on this). This conjecture has been considered by
several authors (see for example [MePa97], [LaRaSa09], [BrLa09], [LaTh10], [Tho10]). In particular
J. Brown and V. Lakshmibai in [BrLa09] proved this conjecture for minuscule homogeneous spaces
using Representation Theoretic techniques and a case by case analysis.
In this paper we want to give a new proof of LMP-conjecture and therefore of Wahl’s conjecture
for cominuscule homogeneous spaces (see Definition 3.1) using the theory of spherical varieties. Let
V be a cominuscule homogeneous space and let X˜ be the blow-up of the diagonal in X = V × V .
Theorem 0.2
Assume that p 6= 2, then the variety X˜ is Frobenius split compatibly with the exceptional divisor.
Remark that since any minuscule homogeneous space is cominuscule for some other group this
also implies the result in the minuscule case. The advantage of this proof is that it is mainly
geometric, it completely avoids the case by case analysis in [BrLa09] and it is very short.
One of the main argument is to remark that if V is cominuscule, then X = V × V is spherical.
Using this idea and a result of M. Brion and S.P. Inamdar [BrIn94], a very simple proof of Theorem
0.2 is given in section 1 for large primes and in particular in characteristic 0. To obtain the result
for all odd primes, we need to do a parabolic induction from a symmetric variety and use a result
of C. de Concini and T.A. Springer [deCSp99].
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1 Very simple proof for large primes
In this section we give a very short proof of Theorem 0.2 for large primes using a result of P.
Littelmann [Lit94] and a result of M. Brion and S.P. Inamdar [BrIn94]. Write V = G/P with G
semisimple and P a parabolic subgroup and write X = V × V .
Theorem 1.1 (Littelmann)
If P is cominuscule, then the variety X is spherical. In particular X˜ is spherical.
P. Littelmann proves that the only maximal parabolic subgroups P such that the product
G/P ×G/P is spherical are the minuscule and cominuscule parabolic subgroups. In [AcPe12], we
in particular generalise this statement and prove that this is true for any (non-maximal) parabolic
subgroup. We shall recover Theorem 1.1 in Section 3 (see Proposition 3.4).
Theorem 1.2 (Brion-Inamdar)
Assume that X˜ is defined over Z and is spherical for some group G. Then for all but finitely
many primes p the variety X˜p is Frobenius split compatibly with all closed G-stable subvarieties.
Corollary 1.3
The variety X˜p is Frobenius split compatibly with Ep for all but finitely many primes p.
2 Frobenius splitting of symmetric varieties
In this section we extend results of C. De Concini and T.A. Springer [deCSp99] on Frobenius
splitting of compactifications of symmetric varieties. The results we obtain are probably well know
to the experts but we could not find a reference for them. We assume from now on that p is not 2
and we refer to [Kno89] for classical results on spherical varieties.
Let L be a semisimple algebraic group of adjoint type and let K be the fixed point subgroup of
an involution θ. Then L/K is called a homogeneous symmetric variety and it is a spherical variety
(see [Vus74]). Let BL be a Borel subgroup of L such that BL has a dense orbit in L/K and let TL
be a maximal torus of L containing a split maximal torus S (i.e. a maximal torus such that θ|S
acts as the inverse). Recall the following results from [deCSp99].
Proposition 2.1
(ı) There exists a unique simple smooth projective toroidal compactification Y of L/K.
(ıı) There exists a parabolic subgroup Q of L containing BL, an open affine subset Y0 of Y
which meets all the L-orbits and Z an affine variety contained in Y0 such that
• the Levi subgroup L(Q) of Q containing TL acts on Z and its derived subgroup D(L(Q)) acts
trivially on Z so that Z is a toric variety for a quotient of L(Q)/D(L(Q));
• the multiplication map Ru(Q)× Z→ Y0 is an isomorphism.
(ııı) Let Q− be the parabolic subgroup opposite to Q with respect to TL. Then the unique closed
orbit in Y is isomorphic to L/Q− and the pull-back map Pic(Y)→ Pic(L/Q−) is injective.
(ıv) The L-stable divisors (Yi)i∈I in Y are smooth with normal crossing and any L-orbit closure
is the intersection of a unique subfamily (Yi)i∈J with J ⊂ I of L-stable divisors.
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(v) Let ωL/Q− be the canonical sheaf of the closed orbit, then it can be lifted to a line bundle
Lcan on Y and we have the formula
ωY = Lcan ⊗ OY
(
−
∑
i∈I
Yi
)
.
(vı) Let L ∈ Pic(Y) such that L|L/Q− is ample. If k is even, then the restriction map
H0(Y,L⊗k)→ H0(L/Q−,L⊗k|L/Q−) is surjective.
Proof. (ı) and (ıv) are proved in [deCSp99, Theorem 3.9]. (ıı) is proved in [deCSp99, Proposition
3.8]. (ııı) is proved in [deCSp99, Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 4.2]. (v) is proved in [deCSp99, Section
5] and (vı) is proved in [deCSp99, Proposition 5.7]. 
In our situation, we will not deal with L/K but with the quotient L/K0 where K0 is the
connected component of the identity in K with |K/K0| = 2. From the former proposition we
deduce the following result on Y the unique simple projective toroidal completion of L/K0.
Corollary 2.2
(ı) The variety Y is smooth and there is a L-equivariant morphism π : Y→ Y.
(ıı) There exists an open affine subset Y0 of Y which meets all the L-orbits and Z an affine
variety contained in Y0 such that
• the Levi subgroup L(Q) of Q containing TL acts on Z and its derived subgroup D(L(Q)) acts
trivially on Z so that Z is a toric variety for a quotient of L(Q)/D(L(Q));
• the multiplication map Ru(Q)× Z→ Y0 is an isomorphism.
(ııı) The unique closed orbit in Y is isomorphic to L/Q−.
(ıv) The L-stable divisors (Yi)i∈I in Y are smooth with normal crossing and any L-orbit closure
is the intersection of a unique subfamily (Yi)i∈J with J ⊂ I of L-stable divisors.
(v) The canonical sheaf ωL/Q− of the closed orbit can be lifted to a line bundle LY = π
∗
Lcan on
Y and we have the formula
ωY = LY ⊗ OY
(
−
∑
i∈I
Yi
)
.
(vı) Let L ∈ Pic(Y) such that L|L/Q− is ample. If k is even, then the restriction map
H0(Y, π∗L⊗k)→ H0(L/Q−,L⊗k|L/Q−) is surjective.
Remark 2.3 The only difference with Proposition 2.1 is that the restriction map on Picard groups
is not injective any more.
Proof. (ı) The map L/K0 → L/K is the quotient by the action of the subgroup A = K/K0 of the
automorphism group NL(K
0)/K0 of L/K0. Since Y is the unique simple toroidal compactification
of L/K0, any automorphism of L/K0 extends to an automorphism of Y. Taking the quotient Y/A,
we obtain that Y/A is normal. It is therefore a simple toroidal embedding of L/K thus Y/A ≃ Y
which is smooth. In particular by [Zar58], the quotient map π : Y → Y/A is ramified over an
L-invariant divisor. Since these divisors are smooth and we have a double cover, the variety Y is
smooth. (ıı) Set y = K0/K0 and y = K/K. Let Y0 = π
−1(Y0) which is therefore Q stable, let
Z = π−1(Z) and let Z′ = TL · y the closure of the TL-orbit in Y0. The map π being L-equivariant we
get from the isomorphism Ru(Q)×Z→ Y0 an isomorphism Ru(Q)×Z → Y0. The equivariance of π
implies the equality L·Y0 = Y. Furthermore, since π(y) = y, the orbit TL ·y is contained in Z which
is closed so we have the inclusion Z′ ⊂ Z. But the isomorphismRu(Q)×Z → Y0 and the fact thatY0
is reduced, irreducible and normal implies that Z is reduced, irreducible and normal. In particular,
since Z′ and Z have the same dimension we deduce Z′ = Z. Therefore Z is also a toric variety as
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claimed. (ııı) This comes from the same assertion on Y. (ıv) The L-orbit structure is the one of
a smooth toric variety via the isomorphism given in (ıı). The result follows. (v) The composition
L/Q− → Y → Y is the inclusion of the closed orbit thus the pull-back LY = π
∗
Lcan lifts ωL/Q−
to Y. Now on Ru(Q) × TL · y, we have a nowhere vanishing volume form which is furthermore
Ru(Q)×TL-invariant. In particular, there exists a canonical divisor which is a linear combination of
BL-stable divisors. The structure Theorem (ıı) above and classical results on toric varieties (see for
example [Bri90] and [Oda88]) imply that the coefficients of the L-stable divisors Yi are equal to −1.
On the other hand to compute the coefficients of the BL-stable divisors which are not L-stable, we
only need to restrict to L/K0 and since π : L/K0 → L/K is not ramified, these coefficients are the
same as those on Y. The result follows. (vı) The restriction map H0(Y,L)→ H0(L/Q−,L|L/Q−)
is surjective and factors through H0(Y, π∗L)→ H0(L/Q−,L|L/Q−), this concludes the proof. 
Since Y and Y are simple toroidal and complete, for any other toroidal embedding Y of L/K
respectively of L/K0, there exists a unique L-equivariant morphism of pointed L/K-embeddings
π : (Y, y)→ (Y,y) respectively of pointed L/K0-embeddings π : (Y, y)→ (Y, y). The same proofs
as points (ıı) and (v) of the previous corollary give similar results for any toroidal embedding Y of
L/K or of L/K0.
Corollary 2.4
(ı) There exists an open subset Y0 of Y which meets all the L-orbits and Z an affine toric variety
contained in Y0 such that
• the Levi subgroup L(Q) of Q containing TL acts on Z and its derived subgroup D(L(Q)) acts
trivially on Z so that Z is a toric variety for a quotient of L(Q)/D(L(Q));
• the multiplication map Ru(Q)× Z → Y0 is an isomorphism.
(ıı) Let (Yi)i∈I be the L-stable divisors in Y and let π : Y → Y respectively π : Y → Y be the
canonical L-equivariant morphism. We have the following formula
ωY = π
∗
Lcan ⊗ OY
(
−
∑
i∈I
Yi
)
respectively ωY = π
∗
LY ⊗ OY
(
−
∑
i∈I
Yi
)
.
Let Y be any embedding of L/K or of L/K0, we deduce Frobenius splitting results for Y .
Corollary 2.5
The variety Y admits a BL-canonical splitting compatible with all closed L-stable subvarieties.
Proof. We prove this for embeddings of L/K, the same proof works verbatim for embeddings of
L/K0. There exists a toroidal embedding Y ′ with a birational L-equivariant morphism f : Y ′ → Y
(take the normalisation of the graph of the birational transformation Y 99K Y together with the
projection). Furthermore any toroidal embedding has a complete toroidal embedding so we can
assume (using [BrKu05, Lemma 1.1.8]) that Y is toroidal and complete. By general arguments
on toric varieties and Lemma 1.1.8 in [BrKu05] again, we can also assume that Y is smooth. In
that case the L-stable divisors are also smooth and their intersection are the irreducible (smooth)
closed L-stable subvarieties in Y . Let τL/Q− ∈ H
0(L/Q−, ω1−p
L/Q−
) be the unique BL-semi-invariant
section. Since p 6= 2 we have that p − 1 is even and we can use Proposition 2.1 (vı) to lift this
element to an element τY in H
0(Y,L1−pcan ). Taking the pull-back τY = π
∗τY we get an element in
H0(Y, π∗Lcan). If (Di)i∈I are the L-stable divisors and if (σi) is the canonical section of OY (Yi),
multiplying with
∏
i∈I σ
p−1
i yields an element in H
0(Y, ω1−pY ). By recursive application of [BrKu05,
Exercise 1.3.E.4] and the fact that a closed L-orbit O in Y is isomorphic to L/Q− and split by
τY |O = τL/Q− the result follows. The splitting is BL-canonical since τL/Q− and therefore τY are
BL-semi-invariant while the sections (σi)i∈I are L-semi-invariant. 
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3 Structure of the open orbit
Let T be a maximal torus of G and letW be the associated Weyl group. Recall that if̟∨ : Gm → G
is a cocharacter of G factorising through T , we may define a parabolic subgroup P̟∨ of G as follows:
P̟∨ = {g ∈ G / lim
t→0
̟∨(t)g̟∨(t)−1 exists}.
Note that P̟∨ contains T . Any parabolic subgroup containing T can be defined this way and there
exists a unique minimal cocharacter ̟∨P such that P = P̟∨P .
Definition 3.1
A parabolic subgroup is cominuscule if its associated cocharacter ̟∨P satisfies |〈̟
∨
P , α〉| ≤ 1.
Let P be a parabolic subgroup, let w0 be the longest element in W and set H = P ∩ P
w0 .
Definition 3.2
(ı) Let ̟∨ = ̟∨P + w0(̟
∨
P ) and let R = P̟∨ be the parabolic subgroup associated to ̟
∨.
(ıı) Let L be the Levi subgroup of R containing T and let UR be the unipotent radical of R.
(ııı) Define (P¯ , P¯ ′) = (L ∩ P,L ∩ Pw).
Proposition 3.3
(ı) The parabolic subgroup R contains H.
(ıı) We have the equality ̟∨
P¯
+̟∨
P¯ ′
= 0 as cocharacters of L.
Proof. (ı) This is obvious by definition. (ıı) The roots of L are the roots α such that 〈̟∨P , α〉 =
−〈̟∨Pw0 , α〉. The result follows. 
Set p : G/H → G/R and let K0 = P¯ ∩ P¯ ′. We assume from now on that P is cominuscule.
Proposition 3.4
(ı) The morphism p is locally trivial with fibre L/K0.
(ıı) There exists an involution θ of L such that if K = Lθ, then K0 is the connecte component
of K containing the identity. Furthermore K/K0 is of order 2.
Proof. (ı) The map is clearly locally trivial. Its fiber is R/H. We need to check that the roots in
UR are in H. Such a root α satisfies, 〈̟
∨, α〉 > 0. If α is not in P , then 〈̟∨P , α〉 < 0 but since
〈w0(̟
∨
P ), α〉 ≤ 1 (since P is cominuscule) we get a contradiction. Thus α is a root of P and by
the same argument it is a root of Pw0 and thus of H. (ıı) The parabolic subgroups P¯ and P¯ ′ are
cominuscule and opposite in L. Take θ to be the involution defined by conjugating with ̟∨
P¯
(−1).
Then Lθ = K and K0 is the connected component of K containing the identity. This proposition
implies that G/H and thus X are spherical. Finally from the above description, we get easily get
that the group K/K0 is of order 2. 
4 Proof of the main result
Let Y be the a L-equivariant embedding of L/K0 and define XY = G×
R Y .
Proposition 4.1
The variety XY is B-canonically split compatibly with its closed G-stable subvarieties.
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Proof. Choose B′ a Borel subgroup of G such that B′ has a dense orbit in X. In particular B′
has a dense orbit in XY therefore B
′
L := B
′ ∩ L has a dense orbit in Y . Furthermore, if T ′ is a
maximal torus of G contained in B′ ∩ R and if R− is the parabolic subgroup opposite to R with
respect to T ′ we have the inclusion B′ ⊂ R−. We deduce the inclusion B′− ⊂ R where B′− is the
Borel subgroup opposite to B′ with respect to T ′. By Corollary 2.5, there exists a B′L-canonical
splitting ϕ of Y compatibly splitting all the L-stable closed subvarieties. By [BrKu05, Proposition
4.1.10] the splitting ϕ is also a B′L
−-canonical splitting (where B′L
− = B′− ∩ L is also the Borel
subgroup in L, opposite to B′L with respect to T
′
L = T
′ ∩ L). Since B′L
− is also the quotient of
B′− by the unipotent radical UR of R the action of B
′
L
− on Y induces an action of B′− on Y and
the splitting ϕ is also B′−-canonical (see for example [BrKu05, Lemma 4.1.6]). We may therefore
induce this splitting to get a B′−-canonical splitting ψ of G ×B
′−
Y which splits compatibly the
subvarieties G ×B
′−
Y ′ where Y ′ is a closed L-stable subvariety in Y (see [BrKu05, Proposition
4.1.17 and Exercise 4.1.E.4]). Consider the morphism q : G ×B
′−
Y → G ×R Y obtained by base
change from G/B′− → G/R. We have q∗OG×B′−Y = OG×RY therefore ψ induces (see [BrKu05,
Lemma 1.1.8]) a B′−-canonical splitting compatibly splitting the varieties G×R Y ′. This splitting
is also a B′-canonical splitting by [BrKu05, Proposition 4.1.10] again. The fact that the G-stable
closed subvarieties in XY are of the form G ×
R Y ′ with Y ′ any L-stable closed subvariety in Y
concludes the proof. 
Proposition 4.2
Any toroidal embedding of G/H is of the form G ×R Y where Y is a toroidal embedding of
L/K0.
Proof. Since G/H ≃ G ×R L/K0 is induced from L/K0 the lattice of G/H is the same as the
lattice of L/K0. Now if Y is a toroidal completion of L/K0, the variety G ×R Y is a toroidal
completion of G/H (since the G-orbits in G ×R Y are of the form G ×R Y ′ with Y ′ a L-orbit in
Y ). In particular the simple toroidal completion Y of L/K0 induces a simple toroidal completion
G ×R Y of G/H. This in turn implies that G/H and L/K0 have the same valuative cone. Since
the toroidal completion are classified by the non colored fans contained in the valuative cone the
result follows. 
Corollary 4.3
The variety X˜ is Frobenius split compatibly with the exceptional divisor E.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, the variety X is spherical therefore X˜ is also spherical. Furthermore,
any spherical variety X˜ admits projective birational morphism X̂ → X˜ with X̂ toroidal (take
the normalisation of the graph of a birational transformation X˜ 99K X ′ where X ′ is a projective
toroidal embedding of G/H – see [Kno89, Lemma 5.2] for the existence of a projective toroidal
embedding of G/H). By the former two propositions, the variety X̂ is B′-canonically Frobenius
split compatibly with its closed G-stable subvarieties, in particular compatibly with the inverse
image of E. By [BrKu05, Lemma 1.1.8] and because X˜ is normal, we deduce that the variety X˜ is
B′-canonically Frobenius split compatibly with E. 
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